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Introduc#on
Recommendations for the
Safety of People and
Instruments in Ground-Penetrating
Radar and Near-Surface
Geophysical Prospecting

Action TU1208

• Despite the increasing demand of GPR surveys
all over the world, safety maNers are rarely
considered.
• We believe they are worth being widely
debated, in order to increase awareness about
risks and precauPons in scienPsts and
professionals performing surveys.
• The COST AcPon TU1208 has made eﬀorts in
this sense, resulPng in the publicaPon of a book
where several pracPcal recommendaPons are
provided for the safety of people and
equipment in GPR and NSG prospecPng. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst volume
on this topic.
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
2. General recommenda#ons – some examples
Geophysical prospecPng is both a manual and an intellectual work.
People involved in geophysical prospecPng need to be adequately prepared
before carrying out a survey, in order not to cause hazardous situaPons for
themselves and other people in the crew. They shall never be:
• Under the eﬀect of alcohol or drugs;
• Ill or convalescent;
• Exhausted before starPng the acPvity, for example for not having slept
enough.
Any misunderstood sense of duty has to be avoided: if we are not in
adequate physical condiPons, we cannot contribute to the success of an
experimental campaign; conversely, we can become a problem or a risk
factor for our colleagues and ourselves.
COST is supported by the
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
2. General Recommenda#ons – some examples
The crew shall always get informed in advance about:
• How to reach the ﬁrst aid staPon closest to the place of the measurement
campaign;
• Emergency telephone numbers, to be called for medical and police aid;
• Climate and weather forecast in the area where measurements have to
be done.
Moreover, the crew shall wear adequate clothes (proper kind of clothes and
adequate quanPty of clothes), suitable for the foreseen weather condiPons
and Pme length of the survey.
At least a member of the crew shall be trained for handling emergency
situaPons and ﬁrst medical aid. All members of the crew have to be informed
about the locaPon and content of the medicine chest.
COST is supported by the
EU Framework Programme Horizon2020

Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
2. General Recommenda#ons – some examples
The crew shall be equipped with a medicine chest containing at least the
following objects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sterile disposable gloves;
Visor against squirts;
1 L of povidone-iodine at 10%;
Compresses of sterile gauze
10 × 10 cm (10) and 18 × 40 cm (2), in single envelopes;
Disposable sterile coveralls (2);
Sterile disposable tweezers for medicaPon;
A package with medium-size elasPc mesh;
A package of absorbent coNon;
Two packages of adhesive plasters of various size;
Two rolls of adhesive plaster 2.5 cm wide;
Scissors;
Two packages of dry ice, ready for use;
Two disposable bags for medical garbage;
A thermometer;
A blood pressure monitor.
COST is supported by the
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
2. General Recommenda#ons: more in the book
Further general recommendaPons, as well as recommendaPons for pregnant
women, hygienic and alimentary precauPons, suggesPons for the organizaPon
of a base camp, and more, are found in Chapter 1 of the book.
General issues and recommendations

General issues and recommendations

Chapter 1

How to use a reanimaPon balloon

Figure 1.2: A reanimation balloon.

How to lib heavy objects

Figure 1.4: Correct and wrong ways
to lift objects. Panel A: Incorrect,
1.4
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because
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In particular, people affected by allergies should take their own precautions, as well as
spinal
column undergoes a twisting.
people with hypotension, hypertension, and diabetes. Pregnant women should take their own
Panel C: Incorrect,
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closest medical presidium.
In particular, in a desert area subject to sandy storms, it can be useful to have at disposal
the equipment to properly wash the eyes in case of intrusion of extraneous bodies, according
with the first medical aid advices provided in Chapter 4.
In a country with different alimentary habits from our ones, it might be advised to bring
some remedy against diarrhoea, such as Imodium, Normix, and Bimixin (antibiotics and antiwoman recognizes to be pregnant, she peristaltic
shouldagents).
consult her physician about the
When bringing additional medical equipment, it has of course to be guaranteed that sometake part to geophysical prospecting, the
modalities
of minimal
her possible
one in
the crew has the
preparationparticipato use them properly, if needed. For example, if
is needed
for any
reason,
in the crew
period up to (and/or after to) she can an
doinjection
that in
a safe
way.
In someone
any case,
she has to be able to do injections. Still,

1.10 Pregnant women
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Figure 1.3: Protective glasses.

ProtecPve glasses

1.8 Vaccinations

Grass has to be cut
and removed before
the prospecPng

Before leaving for a prospecting abroad, it is necessary to get informed about the exigenc
(if any) or well advisedness to do some vaccinations. The advised vaccinations depend o
the country and have to be done only under consultation of a physician. Moreover, the
depend also on the area of provenance because the endemic viruses are different from plac
to place; therefore, a vaccination well advised for some people might be not well advised a
all for other people.

1.9 Heavy objects

It can happen that relatively weighting objects have to be handed in the field, particularly th
suitcases of the instruments. As a general rule, the crew should be a priori aware of the weigh
of each suitcase, and members of the crew have to help each other when the equipment is to
heavy. The maximum allowed weighting of course varies from person to person. As an ave
age value, it is suggested not to exceed 40 kg for a man and 25 kg for a woman. However, th
required effort and the level of solicitation depends not only on the weight of the object but als
on its shape, as the moments of the strengths (i.e., the “levers”) are an important factor in th
possible problems that one might have. This makes case-dependent the attention to be devote
to the problem of lifting objects. Crewmembers who suffer from any problem to the spina
column and pregnant women should be exempted from carrying heavy objects.
As a general rule, it is advised to take advantage from the wheels of the suitcases, if any
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
3. Challenging environmental situa#ons
During geophysical prospecPng, the members of the crew can be exposed to
challenging environmental situaPons, for example:
• high or low temperatures,
• rain,
• height over the sea level,
• acousPc noise,
• ultraviolet radiaPon,
• atmospheric polluPon or dusts,
• insects,
• venomous animals,
• detrimental plants…
For each situaPon, speciﬁc cauPons can be advised.
In the next slides, a few cases are exposed with some detail.
COST is supported by the
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
3. Some examples: A. High temperatures
In many cases GPR inspecPons are carried out during summer (for example, in
archaeological sites), when the soil is drier and the signal penetraPon is higher.
In such situaPons, it is well advised to start the work at dawn and stop at lunch
Pme, possibly devoPng the abernoon to data processing acPviPes and
avoiding further measurements under the sun. Possible problems are fainPng
and heatstroke.
Even your instruments, and not ‘only’ you, may have problems.

COST is supported by the
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
3. Some examples: A. High temperatures
People performing measurements shall wear a hat, or a cap with a visor.
If a naturally shady area is not available, it shall be created by means of an
umbrella or a tent.
A portable fridge is advised, but water and drinks have to be at a temperature
not colder than 8°C; all beverages shall be without gas and not alcoholic.

COST is supported by the
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
3. Some examples: A. High temperatures
Further recommendaPons for prospecPng at high temperature:
• Drink frequently limited quanPPes of water or drinks (do not ingest more
than 1 L in a unique booze-up);
• Wear light clothes, white and made of coNon or linen, with long trousers
and thick shoes, with socks (in order to be protected against snakes,
spiders, scorpions, or pricky grass);
• Do an adequate number of short breaks;
• Avoid abundant meals, caﬀeine and excessive quanPPes of sugar;
• Avoid touching with bare hands any metallic object;
• Avoid wearing metallic objects such as earrings and necklaces; somePmes
even the frames of sunglasses can become very hot;

COST is supported by the
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
3. Some examples: B. Low temperatures
In many cases GPR inspecPons are carried out in glacial regions, as the layered
structure of ice contains important geological informaPon, and also because
under the ice there might be well preserved organic remains (e.g., prehistoric
human beings, mammoths or other biological remains).
It is advised to start the work when the season allows it and to be
accompanied by people that have already had pracPcal experiences of this
kind of prospecPng. The factors of risk are related not only to temperature but
also to possible crevasses, ﬁrn, and more.
Possible problems are frostbite and hypothermia.

COST is supported by the
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
3. Some examples: B. Low temperatures
Do it with expert people!

COST is supported by the
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
3. Some examples: B. Low temperatures
People performing measurements shall wear adequate clothes, beNer if
propylene clothes; of course they shall also were a suitable hat, gloves and
boots.

COST is supported by the
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
3. Some examples: B. Low temperatures
It is important to have a suitable shelter for the night and it is advised to make
use of toilet faciliPes before going out in the morning.
Pay aNenPon that clothes do not get wet: the thermal isolaPon is worsened
when clothes are not dry.
For men, it is beNer to shave in the evening, aber coming back from the work
in the ﬁeld, rather than in the morning. In this way, the natural substances
produced by the skin (which parPally protect from the cold) will have the Pme
to reform during the night.
It is important in some cases to be accompanied by local guides capable to
evaluate the ice thickness, because ice in some cases can overlay a layer of
liquid water.
COST is supported by the
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
3. Some examples: C. Height over the sea level
ProspecPng at heights might be necessary because there are several important
archaeological sites at 2000 m and beyond, especially in South America and in
Tibet. There are also modern mountain resorts were GPR prospecPng might
be commiNed, for various reasons.

COST is supported by the
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
3. Some examples: C. Height over the sea level
Beyond the height level of 3000 m the oxygen is reduced on average to 31% of
the amount available at sea level, and this can cause problems, especially to
people not accustomed to these condiPons.
Some discomfort is natural and has to be assumed as physiological, but
cauPons should be adopted in order to avoid that the unease becomes a severe
sickness (mountain sickness, cerebral oedema, pulmonary oedema, …).
The main precau#on to adopt is to give to our body appropriate #me to get
accustomed to the reduced amount of oxygen. In parPcular:
- Rising from the sea level, the ﬁrst night should be spent at less than 3000 m.
- Beyond 3000 m, the crew should avoid to ascent more than 500 m per day.
- At 4000 m, the crew should spend two nights at the same height before
starPng the work or moving forward.
COST is supported by the
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
3. Some examples: C. Height over the sea level

Suggested scheme for ascent,
rest and work Pmes for a
prospecPng at 4000 m a.s.l..

Be aware of the possible
physiological and
pathological problems!

COST is supported by the
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
3. Challenging env. situa#ons: more in the book
Challenging environmental situations

aware in advance about the electromagnetic coverage in the prospecting area. Moreover, the
possibility to recharge the mobile phone for the entire permanence time in the field has to
be guaranteed.
If the field is far from the closest small town or village, it is also important to have a GPS
system, in order to be able to communicate the crew position to rescuers, if needed. In many
cases, the GPS is exploited also for data geo-referencing, so that it is part of the equipment
for the geophysical measurements. Therefore, the crew just has to mind this further possible
use in case of emergency.
It is implicit that it is important to have electrical power available in the field, in order
to allow the correct working of these instruments.

Further recommendaPons for prospecPng on lakes, under the rain, in the
presence of acousPc noise, ultraviolet radiaPon, atmospheric polluPon or
dusts, insects, and more, are found in Chapter 2 of the book.
2.14 Prospecting by night

Geophysical prospecting is customarily performed during illuminated hours. However, for
several reasons, it can happen that a crew has to work in the evening or overnight. This might
happen, e.g., for permission reasons in urban areas, or in order to avoid too high temperatures.
In these cases, the area should be suitably signed for drivers passing nearby. Moreover,
if the prospecting is on a road, two people at two opposite sides of the prospection field
should direct the traffic. In any case, well visible warning signs, written both in English and
local language (which involve a previous attention devoted to this, of course), should be
put in all the roads driving to the prospection field. A sufficient illumination should be supplied to the area, allowing the crew to read the screen of electronic devices and instruments
without over-effort for the eyes (a head lamp with a LED of 100 lumens is advised, if no
other illumination is available). If needed, a hard hat or a head belt with a light bulb on it
(see Figure 2.4) can help. Reflective clothes should be worn, in order to allow the drivers to
identify the crew at a distance.
If needed, the protection of policemen should be asked for, or even bodyguards should
be assumed.

Chapter 2

Some plants that
might can cause
allergic reacPons.
From top to boNom:
pelliNory, reyegrass,
olive trees.

picture of low resolution quality,
please provide new one

GPR prospecPng on a lake
(image courtesy of GeoScan
Subsurface Surveys)

Figure 2.4: Head
belt with a bulb
light on it.

Head lamp for
prospecPng
at night
2.3: Some plants that can
COST is supportedFigure
by the
cause allergic reactions: Upper panel:
EU Framework Programme
Pellitory. MediumHorizon2020
panel: Ryegrass.

Figure 2.2: Some examples of
detrimental plants. Upper panel: Leaves
of poison ivy. Medium panel: Leaves
of poison oak. Lower panel: Leaves of

Lower panel: Olive trees.
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
4. Risks associated to speciﬁc applica#ons
Beyond risk factors related to challenging environmental condiPons, it has to
be considered that speciﬁc applicaPons can involve speciﬁc factors of danger,
or else they can make general factors of risk parPcularly important and worth
considering.
In Chapter 3 of the book, recommendaPons are given for GPR demining,
bridge and road surveying, sedimentological invesPgaPons, archaeological
prospecPng, mining and tunneling, forensic applicaPons, and borehole
inspecPons. Moreover, some suggesPons are given for a safe use of other
geophysical techniques, such as induced polarizaPon.
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• There is usually an increased production of sa

Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
5. First medical aid

In case of a bite from a venomous snake, the wo
in order to limit the diffusion of the venom. Dry
gate the pain and the local oedema. Then, if the b
but should be kept loose. If the bite is on any pa
hanged to the neck, as shown in Figure 4.1. If th
the person should not walk, and this leg should
Any watch, ring, or bracelet that might hin
any belt or too tight dress should be unfastened.
The person should be helped to keep calm a
brought to a medical presidium. Indeed, fortunate
nent consequences or is fatal: In most cases, a tim
to avoid severe problems. However, please note t
has to be immediate even if the apparent symptom
think that the bite came from a non-venomous sna
see just two small holes on the skin but more, or
rate, customarily, we cannot be sure about what k
damages to the organism can manifest even after
The following things should instead not be done
• Massaging the wound and/or try to suck the v
because they can make the venom expand mo

Chapter 4 of the book is devoted to ﬁrst medical aid. This chapter has the
same structure as Chapter 2. In Chapter 2, the purpose was to suggest
appropriate behaviour in order to avoid medical problems, whereas the
purpose of Chapter 4 is to suggest appropriate behaviour when medical
problem happen.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Problems due to high temperature: heatstroke and fainPng
Problems due to low temperature: hypothermia and frostbite
Mountain sickness
AcousPc stress
Problems due to ultraviolet radiaPons
Bites of insects, venomous animals or infected animals
Contact with venomous plants
AsthmaPc crises
Wounds and blows …. and more
COST is supported by the
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How to apply a
loose bandage

Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
5. First medical aid
First medical aid is never meant to replace the
intervenPon of a doctor, but in some
emergency situaPons the doctor may be not
immediately available. In such cases, it is very
important to know what to do and it is even
more important to know what not to do, on
the basis of the problem at hand and of the
symptoms.
Let us remind that the address and phone
number of the closest medical presidium shall
always be taken in advance, before starPng
the prospecPng, especially when working far
from home.
COST is supported by the
EU Framework Programme Horizon2020
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
6. GPR radio emissions
GPR radiates non-ionising electromagnePc waves. Hence, its use requires
cauPon related to the absorpPon of electromagnePc power by the human
body. This is the topic of Chapter 5 of the book.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no comprehensive study speciﬁcally
related to the radio absorpPon of energy radiated from GPR systems and its
possible short- and long-term eﬀects.
The power density radiated by GPR systems is customarily several orders of
magnitude lower than the well-known internaPonal limit of 1 mW/cm2.
Usually, power levels radiated by GPR systems are of the order of a few mW as
peak power and on the order of a few µW as average power (with the
excepPon of borehole GPR systems, which radiate with antennas inserted
under the air–soil interface).
COST is supported by the
EU Framework Programme Horizon2020

Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
6. GPR radio emissions
The levels of electromagnePc ﬁelds impinging on a GPR operator depend on
the system and the surrounding environment.
The energy is essenPally radiated in a broadcast direcPon (again, with the
excepPon of borehole systems), i.e., away from the human operator, which is
both a technical need and a legal requirement in EU and the US. Most systems
are equipped with shielded antennas: this happens virtually all the Pmes,
except for prospecPng at low frequency (below 100 MHz) and in borehole
applicaPons.
Although quanPtaPve and exhausPve studies on the human absorpPon of
electromagnePc power emiNed by GPR systems do not exist, there seem to be
no reasons to be excessively worried.
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
6. GPR radio emissions
Some measurements were carried out in the framework of COST AcPon
TU1208, which conﬁrm this reassuring claim.
There also are indirect proofs of this claim.
For example, external electromagnePc interference is oben suﬀered by GPR
systems: Skilled users are able to recognize tracks of such interference in the
data and, when the interference is caused by narrow-band signals, they know
how to erase or miPgate it, through suitable ﬁltering. However, we have no
noPce about televisions, radios, mobile phones, computers, or any other
devices perceivably disturbed by GPR prospecPng performed nearby.

COST is supported by the
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
6. GPR radio emissions
Here we show the eﬀects of a moderate interference on a B-Scan, caused by a
radio repeater: data on the right are taken along the same line as data on the
leb, but a suitable
hardware has allowed the rejecPon
of the interference.
Non riconfigurata
riconfigurata
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
6. GPR radio emissions
The main pracPcal suggesPon is to avoid poinPng a radiaPng GPR antenna
versus any person.
Crew members who are not operaPng the radar should be as distant as
possible.
It is well advised to alternate the human operator driving the GPR periodically
during the prospecPng, parPcularly if many hours for several consecuPve days
have to be spent in the ﬁeld.
Note that the laptop on which data are visualizza in real Pme during the
prospecPng emits microwave radiaPons when switched on (same as all
computers): the power density emiNed by the laptop and absorbed by the
body of the human operator is generally much higher than the homologous
quanPty referred to the antennas of the GPR system.
COST is supported by the
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
6. GPR radio emissions
Beyond these pracPcal cauPons, it is advised to check that any due guarantee
from the manufacturers of the employed instruments is properly documented.
Indeed, GPR instruments have to respect speciﬁc regulaPons with regard to
the emiNed power, as is explained in our book.
Note that the fact that GPR systems are (and have to be) cerPﬁed, implies that
users shall never modify them (for example, with the purpose of improving
their performance), as this may drive the system out of the regulaPon limits,
damage it, and make it harmful for the users.
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
6. GPR radio emissions
To conclude:
Be aware that there are interna#onal regula#ons
on the use and selling of GPR systems
The world technical Authority is the
Interna=onal Telecommunica=on Union (ITU).
The world regulatory Authority is the
World Administra=ve Radio Conference (WARC)
Both are issues by ONU.
Manufacturers have to respect the standards and regulaPons in force in
the areas where they wish to sell their instruments; they have to provide
cerPﬁcaPons to the buyers. Users have to use cerPﬁed instruments and
have to avoid to do any modiﬁcaPon to the instruments.
COST is supported by the
EU Framework Programme Horizon2020

Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
6. GPR radio emissions
There are also macro-regional regula#ons
on the use and the selling of GPR systems.

The European technical Authority is the
European Telecommunica=on Standard Ins=tute (ETSI).
The European regulatory Authority is the
Electric Communica=on CommiJee (ECC)
Both ETSI and ECC are recognised by the European Union.

COST is supported by the
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
6. GPR radio emissions
Macro-regional regula#ons outside Europe:
ETSI standard are oKen recognised
in African countries and Russia.
In the American con=nent the recognised Authority is the
Federal Communica=on Commission (FCC).
We do not have no=ce of other structures recognised
in other regions of the planet.
COST is supported by the
EU Framework Programme Horizon2020
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
7. Safety of equipment and environment
Chapter 6 of the book is devoted to suggesPons for a correct use of GPR
equipment during surveys.
Examples:
If the laptop where data are stored is not inserted into a rigid structure, than it shall be
adequately fastened, in order to avoid its fall during the prospecPng.
Equipment bags and boxes shall not be forgoNen open.
BaNeries shall never be opened or damaged, because they contain toxic and polluPng
substances.
Equipment shall never be used beyond the allowed range of temperature, which is
customarily speciﬁed in the data sheets.

In the same chapter, suggesPons for a safe transporta#on of GPR equipment
are given and rules for transportaPon abroad (e.g., ATA Carnet).
Finally, recommendaPons to respect the surrounding environment and fauna
are given.
COST is supported by the
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Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
7. Equipment & environment: Driving abroad

Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
7. Equipment & environment
Transpor#ng instruments abroad

The best is: travel by car and
bring them with you

Else, send them with an expert courier…

..or rent them on site

Safety and health issues associated to GPR:
7. Equipment & environment
Carnet ATA
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Conclusions
In this lecture, recommendaPons were given for the safety of people and
instruments during Ground-PenetraPng Radar (GPR) inspecPons. More
informaPon on this topic is found in the TU1208 book:
R. Persico, A. Provenzano, C. Trela, M. Sato, K. Takahashi, S. Arcone, S. Koppenjan, L.
Stolarczyk, E. C. Utsi, S. Ebihara, K. Wada, E. PeCnelli, L. Pajewski,
Recommenda=ons for the Safety of People and Instruments in Ground-Penetra=ng
Radar and Near-Surface Geophysical Prospec=ng,
European AssociaFon of Geophysicists and Engineers, 2015.

We are aware that this topic is not, strictly-speaking, scienPﬁc. However,
safety is a serious issue and it is seldom considered in GPR and near-surface
geophysical prospecPng. Therefore, we believe that our recommendaPons
are worth being disseminated, in order to increase awareness of the
operators and sPmulate discussions.
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Conclusions
We do not know of people permanently injured or dead during GPR
prospecPng, however we know that various accidents happened in the past.
The work carried out by the COST AcPon TU1208 takes into account the
personal experience of several professionals and scienPsts who have been
working with GPR for many years and have directly faced dangerous or
potenPally dangerous situaPons, or else they have been informed of such
situaPons by reliable colleagues. Hence, all provided recommendaPons are
based on real facts or events.
In the near future, we plan to extend the volume and publish a second
ediPon. If somebody is interested in contribuPng, we will be very happy to
provide her/him with a complimentary copy of the book!
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A deliverable of COST AcPon TU1208, providing recommendaPons
for a safe prospecPng, suggesPons for safety equipment to be
brought in the ﬁeld, speciﬁc advice for experimental campaigns
carried out in challenging situaPons. Part of the volume is devoted
to resuming the EU regulaPons for GPR manufacturers and endusers; risks associated to EM emissions are also discussed. The book
includes a ﬁrst medical aid guide and suggesPons for a correct use
and safe transport of equipment.
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